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Subject:
*SOME* fairness doctrine documents
Attachments:
1972.01.18 CTW Memo to Peter Flanigan re testifying before Senate
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights re Fairness Doctrine.pdf; 1972.05.03
Nixon Files - CTW to Flanigan - Fairness Doctrine Controversy.pdf; Nixons
Top Radio TV Adviser Would Drop Fairness Doctrine.pdf; Whitehead - Media
Chic - Yale Law Journal.pdf
Tom,
Just in case I go into labor early, I'm attaching the few OTP fairness
doctrine files that I have stored on my computer. I do not have copies of all
the relevant OTP fairness doctrine files, but presumably I'll be able to
gather all of those for you Monday morning. I'm just sending these as a
precaution. If I go into labor this weekend, we can talk next week about how
to get you the remaining relevant documents before the speech.
Attached, please find:
(1) Jan. 18, 1972 -- a CTW Memo to Flanigan saying that CTW's upcoming
testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights would be a
good time for him to present OTP's position on Fairness Doctrine
(2) March 5, 1972 -- a Washington Post article -- Nixon's Top Radio-TV Adviser
Would Drop Fairness Doctrine -- which appears to be based on interview CTW
gave the Post, not a speech
(3) July 1974 -- a CTW Yale Law Journal review titled "Media Chic" proposing
that legislation requiring broadcasters to accept all paid announcements
during commerical time w/o discriminatintion as to speaker or subject matter
(4) A PDF file containing three documents:
(A) May 3, 1972 -- a CTW Memo to Flanigan explaining what OTP's position on
Fairness Doctrine should be
(B) an undated news summary w/ a handwritten note from Pete Flannigan asking
CTW to explain why he was speaking out on Fairness Doctrine
(C) [IRRELEVANT] an article titled "Media Report/White House Static" that does
not discuss the Fairness Doctrine
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